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Adventures don't end when the sun goes down. Pathfinder Map Pack: Camps & Shelters contains

18 full-color, 5 x 8-inch map tiles, stunningly crafted by cartographer Jason A. Engle, that combine

to create hideaways perfect for either a fitful night's sleep or an inevitable ambush. Wet, dry, and

permanent markers erase from the tiles! Price includes VAT.
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I own a dozen of these Map Packs, produced over the past five years (older ones are not

laminated). I will be buying several more. Paizo's products are superior. I do own two of the Flip

Mats, and find those more difficult to work with unless you have a clear Plexiglas/Acrylic covering

over them. I prefer these card stock tiles much more as I can CUSTOMIZE the scene for the setting

or play space, the flip mats require more table space. These can combine with other sets as well

and thus open MANY MORE OPTIONS. Do know that, not being covered they may move during

play incidentally. I would gladly take that versus the thicker DnD boxed map tiles as the Map Pack

requires much lets to readjust. The ARTWORK easily compares to them, and thus make a better

product overall. I use both figures (metal/plastic) and Steve Jackson's Card Board Heroes (with

stands) but prefer the latter.
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Great addition to dungeon tiles.

item was as described and got to me on time. great accessory for my games.

Very good idea and setup just wished it was more like a tile based, opposed to sheet

Excellent product. All of these rpg accessories are time savers for any GM in any rpg system. Good

price. Shipped well. Arrived on-time.

good

very good!
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